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Busy, Busy, Busy, that's the hectic life of most seniors and Tony Gomez is no exception. As the student programmer for UPS Cultural Events his responsibilities include contacting performers and scheduling events on campus. Campus visitors have included Stanley Jordan, and Mahlatini and the Mahotella Queens.
Sit back and relax... Among the many places on the UPS campus that will be missed by graduating seniors is the Student Union Building, which has been a popular area for food, fun and friends.
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All around the quadrangle

On every side... lies an essential piece which makes up a Liberal Arts education. Justice, Faith, Science and Liberal Arts are carved on each face of the colorpost and sustained throughout each year spent at UPS.
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TOP TEN THINGS TO DO BEFORE YOU GRADUATE FROM UPS

10. **WALK** DOWN UNION AVENUE IN THE FALL

9. **MAKE OUT** IN THE LIBRARY (main lobby)

8. **RUN NAKED** ACROSS CAMPUS

7. **PUT SOAP IN** THE FOUNTAIN (always a popular one)

6. **GET A 4.0 BY KILLING YOUR ROOMMATE(S)**

5. **MOON YOUR FAVORITE PROFESSOR**

4. **FAIL AT LEAST ONE CLASS** (Freshmen Writing Seminar)

3. **EAT FOOD FROM THE SUB AND ACTUALLY LIKE IT** (mac and cheese)

2. **SEE THE LOGGERS WIN A FOOTBALL GAME**

1. **PASS ALL YOUR CLASSES**

---
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ALMA MATER

ALL HAIL TO ALMA MATER,
THE BEST THAT CAN BE FOUND,
THE SPIRIT OF THE WESTLAND,
ALL HAIL TO PUGET SOUND!

HER GUARDIAN IS THE MOUNTAIN
BESIDE THE SILVER SEA,
WE LOVE THEE ALMA MATER,
ALL HAIL,

ALL HAIL TO THEE!
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The purpose of college is to prepare us for LIFE.

LIFE.

academic and social between your to find a balance but always remember (whatever that means)

LIFE

-Sandi Kawahara
Class of 1996
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"Du, du liegst mir im Herzen," Underclassmen Debbie Dodge, Dawn Barton, Daria Letbetter, Derik Mills, Renata Sykorova, and Andrea Egans perform a German beer drinking song during the Festival of Foreign Languages. Professor David Tinsley leads the singing crew on guitar while they belt out a selection of traditional German songs.
Where are my quarters?

Down with the dirties... Jenny Lehberg breaks out the suds and the quarters to do that once a week (or perhaps, month) laundry thing. One of the many shocks for freshmen was having to do their own laundry, at $1.25 a load.
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Taking it easy . . . at University Hall

Through ivy-covered walls Betsy Potter flashes a smile that is characteristic of the women in University Hall.

Spring has arrived! Karin Klee soaks up the rays (while they are here) on a Saturday afternoon as she reads her book.
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Flo de Grandprey
"BROOKE!
Your order is ready!"

*Put your hands together* for Tom Manikhoth who prepares food for the Cellar, a popular place to yuck it up with buddies over pizza, milk shakes and killer breadsticks. The Cellar is equipped with a big screen TV to watch sporting events, and many campus bands periodically perform here.
Pumping up five times a week, freshman Russell Callejo takes full advantage of the new weight room located in the tennis pavilion. While the football team got good use out of the weight room during their season, many other students had the opportunity to test their strength in the off season.

Look out Richard Simmons! Cari Franzmeier and Jessica Earl take a break from academics to sweat it out at the fieldhouse. Cari works that bike like no other while listening to funky tunes. Field house facilities include indoor racquetball and tennis courts, in addition to two basketball courts, the weight room, and a dance studio.
"You're listening to... 90.1 KUPS"

Kickin' it at KUPS... Sheryl Miller, Shauli Beach and Erin Halton spend an afternoon listening to Jason Boone's alternative hour. Any requests for The Smiths?

Samantha McGowan
Brian McGuire
Pat McKern
Mari McMaster
Crystal McSwain
Jake McTigue

Noah Megowan
Elizabeth Meinert
Georg Melvkian
Michelle Memose
Jason Meredith
Angela Merlo

Rick Messrner
Jennifer Meyers
Ronald Miick
Cameron Miller
Justin Miller
Jennifer Milligan
Rod Peroff
Greg Perotto
Emily Peters
Mindy Peterson
Mary Phillbrook
Kate Phillippay
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Christine Plaskett
David Platt
April Plattner
Steven Pontsler
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Annabel Pratt
Kevin Price
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Amy Rebich
Virginia Rehberg
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Rebecca Riccio
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Nicole Richards
Suzanne Richman

Jill Rickabaugh
Amanda Riggan
Camille Riggs
Mark Rigos
Clark Ritchie
Steve Ritchie
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Jennifer Robin
Colin Robinson
Shannon Rock
Jason Rock
Brooke Rohulender
David Roll

Kevin Rose
Jinny R. Roskie
Bryan Rosselli
Stefani Rossi
Sarah Rossiter
Raymond Rowland

Michael rucier
Katherine Ruecker
Janelle Ruff
Sherry ruybal
Todd Saier
Tristin Sale

Lisa Sandberg
Carla Sanders
Elisha Sanders
Maria Sanders
Derek Sanderz
Melinda Sandmeier

Michelle sandoval
Michael Sandwick
Laura Sanford
Jessa Santeford
Ryan Sasser
Karla Scharbrough

Chris Schlecht
Dan Schmitt
Nick Schmitt
Jennifer Schofield
Monte Scholz
Alison Schulze

Amy Schumacher
Heather Schumacker
Jason schuman
Alison Scott
Susanna Selig
Bridget Lee Shaw
The place to be if you've got a paper to write, a periodical to read or a roommate from hell who refuses to let you study in peace. The library is where it's at. Pull up a chair and lock yourself in a study room.
On the go...
Katharine Hamaker and Andrew Barber compare notes outside the Sub before class.
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Scott Wurster
Michael Yamada
Mo' Money, Mo' Money, Mo' Money!

Book buying time is here again... Rob Butler gives up the cash to Crystal Norris for his Fall Semester books. A part-time job can't hurt when paying between $150-$250 for texts per semester.
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